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The ability to determine wind speeds and directions in the first few thousand meters of the atmosphere is important in many forestry operations such as
smolce management, aircraft seeding and spraying, prescribed burning, and wildfire suppression. A hand-held
electronic calculator can be used to compute winds
aloft as balloon observations are taken. Calculations
can be made in the field with any calculator with
trigonometric functions, programmable or nonprogrammable, by the method described.

Oxford: 111.5 -0 15.5
Retrieval Terms: wind velocity; wind directions; electronic calculations; forest meteorology.

BILL C. RYAN

ICnowledge of wind speeds and directions in the
first few thousand meters of the atmosphere is important in many forestry operations such as smoke management, aircraft seeding and spraying, prescribed
burning, and wildfire suppression. The ability to determine quickly the velocity of winds aloft over wildfires is important to fire behavior officers. One person
can enter data and compute winds from the surface
to above 3000 meters in less than 7 minutes with a
programmable calculator. This allows winds aloft to
be determined as observations are taken. With anonprogrammable calculator, winds t o above 3000 meters can be computed in approximately 30 minutes or
within about 13 minutes after the 3060-meter observation.
Winds aloft can be determined from single theodolite balloon observations with the aid of a graphical
calculation ltit as described by Hull,' but the lcit and
tlze plotting of data are cumbersome. They are not
necessary if an electronic calculator with trigonometric functions is available. The simplicity of computation with an electronic calculator also decreases the
probability of error. If a programmable calculator
with at least four storage registers is available, then
the solution is very simple. A programmable handheld calculator will now be used by the Pacific Southwest Station's Fire Behavior Team to compute winds
aloft near wildland fires. The programmable calculator routine requires only the entry of the time interval in seconds between observations, balloon height in
meters, and elevation and azimuth angles. In the
following sections, this routine is first described
through an example, as used with or without the
rectangular- to polar-coordinate transformation function available on the IIP-65 and some other calculat o r ~Then
. ~ a brief summary of the steps is given, with
program user instructions and a program list adaptable to the simplest calculator with trigonometric
functions.

USEVG A PROGMMMABLE CALCULATORrn E r n r n L E
Pilot balloon elevation and azimuth angle observations made at the Coyote Fire at Santa Barbara,
California, on September 28, 1964, are good data for
an example Cfig. 1 ) of winds-aloft calculations made
with a hand-held calculator. Observed elevation and
azimuth angles are recorded on the computation
sheet as shown for every minute after balloon release.
Wind speeds and directions in the last three columns
are means for the layer between each two observa-

tions. For instance, the wind direction and speed
recorded at 1.5 minutes are the means between the
balloon height at 1 minute and the height at 2 minutes. The means can be computed between any two
observations. Calculations with a programmable calculator do not require recording of distance out,
east-west distance x, north-south distance y, the eastwest distance Ax traveled in the time interval, or the
north-south distance traveled Ay. These columns are
necessary to record intermediate calculations when
nonprogrammable calculators are used.

Record for Computation of Winds Aloft from Single Theodolite Pilot Balloon Observations
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"These columns are not required when programmable calculator is used.
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Figure 1-Example
of a
form for computing winds
aloft from single theodolite
pilot balloon observations.

Figure 2- Illustration o f distances and
angles used t o calculate w i n d velocities
f r o m p i l o t balloon observations.

theodolite
As the first step in the procedure, mean wind
speed and direction between each two observations
are calculated. The horizontal component dt of the
distance of the balloon from the theodolite is computed by determining the base of the triangle @g. 2)
formed by the theodolite, the balloon at the observation time, and the spot directly below the balloon.
Thus,
ht
dt= tan et
where et is the elevation angle of the balloon determined by the theodolite observation at time t, and ht
is the standard height of the balloon above the
ground at the same time. If the calculator's rectangular- to polar-coordinate transformation function is
used, the azimuth angle At, the angle of the balloon's
position clockwise from north, must be transformed
to angle at compatible with the calculator's axis orientation, in which 0" is to the east and angles increase
counterclockwise. This is accomplished by the transformation

The distance dt and the angle at can then be used
with the polar- to rectangular-coordinate transformation function to determine the east-west xt and the
north-south yt components. If the transformation
function is not built into the calculator then the
components are found by determining the opposite
and adjacent sides of the triangle (fig. 2) where
sin At

(3)

yt = d, cos At

(4)

xt

= dt

and
The east-west distance moved during the time interval
is
Axi = x ( t + ~ ) xt
-

(5)

where a positive Ax indicates movement to the east.

The north-south distance moved during the same time
interval is
n ~ i = ~ ( t + Yl t) -

(6)

where a positive Ay indicates movement to the north.
The mean wind speed

v, = [ (Ax,)"

(AY,)~] % / Ati

(7)

where Ati is the time interval in seconds between
balloon observations.
If the calculator's rectangular- to polar-coordinate
function is used, the angle 0 obtained must be transformed from the computer axis orientation, in which
0' is to the east and azimuth increases countercloc1~wise, to the wind direction axis orientation, with 0"
to the north and azimuth increasing clockwise. To
accomplish this transformation and obtain the direction Oi from which the wind is coming, the relationship

where if 0, > 360, Oi = Oi - 360, is used. If a
rectangular- to polar-coordinate transformation is not
a built-in function, the angle 4, where 4, = arctan
(AyilAxi) must be determined and @i transformed
based on analysis of the signs of Axi and Ayi as shown
in table 1.
Table 1-Conversion o f calculator output angles t o wind
direction

4.

USWG OTHER CALCULATORS
The program user instructions (table i?) and the
program list (table 3) for computation with an P9P-65
can be adapted easily for a nonprogrammable calculator or other programmable type of calculator. The
following checklist o f steps describes how winds
aloft can be determined by the simplest calculator
with trigonometric functions.
1. Compute and record distance out.

Compute mean speeds and directions for
each layer.
a. If rectangular- to polar-coordinate function is available,
(1) input A% and Ayi
(2) employ rectangular to polar function
(3) read speed and vector direction, Pi
(4) transform vector direction Pi to
wind direction Bi:

dt = ht/tan et
2.

Compute and record xt and yt.
a. If polar- to rectangular-coordinate function is available,
(1) input dt and 90 - At;
(2) employ polar- to rectangularcoordinate function;
(3) read and record xt and y,.
b. If polar- to rectangular-coordinate function is not available,
(1) find xt = dt sin At and record;
(2) find yt = d, cos At and record.
3. Determine Oxi and Ayi
a. find Axi = x,,, - x, and record;
b. find Ayi = y(,+ - y, and record.

b.

If rectangular to polar function is not
available,
(1) find speed

(2) find direction
(a) first find $ = arctan (Ayi/Axi)
then
(b) determine wind direction Bi by
analysis of signs of Ayi and Axi
as shown in table 1.

,,

Table 2-User instructions for HP-65 calculator
Instructions

1. Key in program or load card if
program is recorded.
2. Initialize program.
3. Enter time interval, At,
between observations.
4. Enter constant to convert
calculated wind speed t o miles
per hour or knots.
5. Enter f i s t height (usually 0
for surface).
6 . Ehter first elevation angle
(usually 0 for surface).
7. Enter first azimuth angle
(0 for surface).
8. Epter next height.
9. Enter next elevation angle.
10. Enter next azimuth angle.

Input data

Key

Output data

A
At in seconds

R/S

.To
obtain rni/h: K = 2.24
To obtain knots: K = 1.94

R/S

h in meters above surface

R/S

e in degrees above level

R/S

A in degrees clockwise
from north
h in meters above surface
e in degrees
A in degrees

R/S
R/S
R/S
R/S
R/S
R/S

B

13. For speed and direction in next
layer, go t o step 8.
.14. If different time interval is
encountered, go to step 2.

4

Direction in degrees
clockwise from north
Speed in (m/s)
Speed in units determined
by K

Table 3-Program to compute winds aloft velocities from single theodolite balloon observations

of speed in addition to
m/s are desired (for mi/h,
K = 2.24; for knots,

3509 x, into X register
3302 x, stored in register 2,
3508 y, into X register;
y, into Y register

3304 K into register 4, R4
84 Enter balloon height h in
84 Enter elevation angle e in
84 Enter azimuth angle A in
degrees clockwise of north
3523 If e = A = 0 then continue;
if not, skip 2 steps

3508 e into X register

42 -A in X register

3507 x, into X register
3508 Ax into X register,
Ay into Y register
3101 Ax and Ay changed to
distance D and angle p
3401 At into X register
81 DIAt = speed (m/s) in
3507 pinto X register,
speed into Y
42 -p into X register

00 90 into X register,
61 90 - A = a into

61 Transforms pin
03 mathematical coordinate
06 system to wind direction B

x and y components

315 1 Allows 1st and 2nd sets of
3302
data to be entered before
3507
speed and direction are
3303
calculated

3402 x, into X register

speed into Y register
84 Display wind direction
3507 Speed into X register,
direction in Y
84 Display speed (m/s)
3404 K into X register,
speed into Y
71 Speed in units determined by

K
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CONCLUSIONS
The hand-held calculator makes it possible to
compute winds aloft without tables or the plotting of
data. Although programmable calculators are easier to
use and faster, nonprogrammable types are not
difficult to use and the time to complete calculations
is less than that required if tables are used. The
decrease in cost of calculators and the ease with
which they can be employed certainly warrants their
use for winds-aloft calculations.

NOTES
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